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This monograph is the fourth publication produced from the research funds provided by the Japan 
Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS) Kakenhi (Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research) Basic A 
Project no. 25243007, ?Comprehensive Study for New Developments in Japan?French Indochina?
Vietnam Relations during the Second World War?.
The project started in November 2013 with ten core members in Japan as follows:
Masaya Shiraishi (Professor at Waseda University) Project Leader
Motoo Furuta (Professor at Tokyo University, currently Rector of Vietnam-Japan University in 
Hanoi) Vietnam
Eiji Murashima (Professor at Waseda University) Thailand and Laos
Shinzo Hayase (Professor at Waseda University) Japan?s war-time Southeast Asia policy
Kyoichi Tachikawa (Chief of Military History Division, National Institute of Defense Studies) Japan?
French Indochina relations
Hideo Sasagawa (Associate Professor, currently Professor at Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University) 
Cambodia
Junichi Iwatsuki (Associate Professor at Tokyo University) Vietnam
Yoko Kikuchi (Associate Professor at Tokyo University of Foreign Studies) Laos and Thailand
Chizuru Namba (Associate Professor at Keio University) France?s Indochina policy
Eiko Yuyama (Assistant Professor, Currently Research Fellow of Hokkaido University) Japan?s eco-
nomic policy and activities in French Indochina
The Project team has had several activities in both Japan and Vietnam. Among them, the first major 
event was an international workshop held at Waseda University on 6 and 7 December 2014. Its pro-
ceedings were published in March 2015.1
The Project?s second major event was an international conference organized in Hanoi on 18 and 19 
September 2015 (whose co-organizers were Hanoi University of Social Science and Humanities and 
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Waseda University Institute of Asia Pacific Studies). Its proceedings were published in February 2017 
through the co-editing of Prof. Masaya Shiraishi, Prof. Nguyễn Văn Khánh and Prof. Bruce M. 
Lockhart.2
The third major event was an international workshop held at Waseda University on 27 and 28 May 
2016, where Prof. Bruce M. Lockhart as well as Prof. Eiji Murashima and Dr.Võ Minh Vũ presented 
their papers. After the workshop, they revised the papers to be printed in this monograph. In the 
meantime, Prof. Masaya Shiraishi prepared another paper for inclusion in this volume as well.
We would like to express our gratitude to all the participants in the 2016 workshop, which included 
not only the Kakenhi Project core members, but also Prof. Nguyễn Văn Khánh (Hanoi University of 
Social Science and Humanities), Prof. Kenichiro Hirano (Toyo Bunko) and Prof. Fusaji Takeuchi 
(Gakushuin University), and Ms. Mariko Mugitani (Japan Foundation).
Many students from both the MA and Ph.D. courses contributed greatly to the preparation and 
management of the workshop: Trần Thị Huệ, Nguyễn Hoàng Thành Danh, Ayako Tomizuka, Lee Kang 
Lung, Shang Yue and Nguyễn Thị Thu Hà.
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